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Abst ract - -The  authors introduce and investigate various properties of a general class 
L/k [p, a,,8, A, B] 
(p,k E N := {1,2,3 . . . . .  }; 0 < (~ <p;/~ > 0; 
- I<_A<B< 1;0<B<I ) ,  
which unifies and extends several (known or new) subclasses ofmeromorphically multivalent functions. 
The properties and characteristics of this general class, which are presented here, include growth and 
distortion theorems; they also involve Hadamard products (or convolution) of functions belonging to 
the class Uk[P, a,/~, A, B]. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Meromorph ic  functions, p-valent functions, Hadamard product (or convolution), An- 
alytic functions, Growth and distortion theorems, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~v ,k  denote the class of functions of the form 
1 oo n+p-  1 
f(Z) = -~ -4- E an+p-lZ , (p, k e N := {1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  }), (1.1) 
n=k 
which are analytic and p-valent in the punctured unit disk 
U*={z:z•Cand0<lz [< l} .  
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Many interesting families of analytic and multivalent functions were considered by earlier au- 
thors in Geometric Function Theory (cf., e.g., [1-3]). For a function f(z) in ~p,k, and for fixed 
parameters A and B, with 
- I  _< A < B _< I, A+B_>0,  and 0<B_<I .  
We say that f(z) is a member of the class Qk[P, a, A, B] if and only if it satisfies the inequality 
I (zf'(z)/f(z)) +p I 
B(zf'(z)/f(z)) + ~B + (A - B)(p - a)] < 1, (z •/4*; 0 < c~ < p). (1.2) 
A function f(z) • ~p,k is said to belong to the class 7~k[p, a, A, B] if and only if 
zf'(z) 
P 
- - -  • Qk~,a,A,B]. (1.3) 
The classes QI~,a,A,B] and QI~,O,A,B] were introduced by Aouf [4] and Mogra [5], re- 
spectively. Some subclasses of Y~p,k when k = p = 1 were considered by (for example) Miller [6], 
Pommerenke [7], Clunie [8], and Royster [9]. Furthermore, several subclasses of Y~p,k when k = 1 
were studied by (amongst others) Mogra [5,10], Aouf [4,11], and Vralegaddi and Ganigi [12]. 
Motivated essentially by many of these earlier works, we aim at investigating here various 
properties and characteristics of the above defined general class 
/4k~,a,~,A,B], 
(p ,k•N;O<a<p; f~>O; -1  <A<B<I ;0<B<I )  
of meromorphically p-valent functions in 
/4 :=/4*U{0}={z:z•Cand ]z I<1}.  
The following result can be proven fairly easily by appealing to the definition of the class 
Qk[p,a,A,B]. 
LEMMA 1. Let a function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class ~p,k" If 
oo 
E C(p,a,A,B;n)la,+p-ll _~ D(p,a,A,B) (1.4) 
n=k 
(0_< a <p; -1 <A<B< 1; 0 <B _< 1), 
where, for convenience, 
C(p ,a ,A ,B ;n )=( l+B) (n -1)+[2p+2aB+(B+A)(p -a ) ] ,  (n>_k) (1.5) 
and 
then f(z) e Qk~,a,A,B]. 
Next, by observing that 
D(p,~,A,B) = (B - A)(p - a), (1.6) 
f(z) • T~k~,a,A,B] ~ - - -  E Qk~,~,A,B], (1.7) 
we arrive at Lemma 2. 
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LEMMA 2. Let a [unction f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class Y~p,k" If 
~-~. (n  +p-1)  C(p,a,A,B;n)la~+p_ll < D(p,a,A,B) (1.8) 
n~k 
(0<a<p; - I<_A<B<I ;O<B<I ) ,  
where C(p, (~, A, B, n) and D(p, a, A, B) are given by (1.5) and (1.6), respectively, then f(z) • 
7"¢k ~, a, A, B] . 
In view of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we define the subclasses Q~ [p, ~, A, B] of Qk ~v, ~, A, B] and 
7~ [p, c~, A, B] of ~k ~, c~, A, B] consisting of functions which, respectively, satisfy (1.4) and (1.8). 
Furthermore, we introduce and investigate the various properties and characteristics of the fol- 
lowing general class Uk[p, a, fl, A, B] of functions f(z) • Y~p,k which also satisfy the inequality 
EC(p ,a ,A ,B ;u )  1-Z+Z n+ -1  lan+p_ll<_D(p,a,A,S) ' 
n=k 
(0 _< a < p; fl _> 0; - l  <_ A < B <_ l; 0 < B <_ l) , 
where C(p, a, A, B, n) and D(p, a, A, B) are given by (1.5) and (1.6), respectively. 
have 
blk[p,a, fi, A,B] = (1 - fl)Q*k~p,a,A,B] +flTi*k~v,a,A,B], 
so that 
and 
blk[p,a,O,A,B] = Q~[p,a,A,B] 






2. GROWTH AND DISTORTION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. / fa  function f(z) deigned by (1.1) is in the class Like9 , a, fl, A, B], then 
1 D(p, ~, A, B) 
]zl p C(p,o~,A,B;k)[1-f l+fl((k+p-1)/p)] Izlk+P-1 <- [f(z)l 
1 D(p, a, A, B) 
<- ~-~ + C(p, ~, A, B; k) [1 - fl + fl ((k + p - 1)/p)] Mk+P-l' 
and 
(fl > 0; z e/4*) 
p (k +p-  1)D(p,a,A,B) Mk+p_2 <_ if,(z) I 
Izl p+I C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - fl + fl ((k + p - 1)/p)] 
(k + p -  1)D(p,a,A,B) p 
i z l~+p -~ ' <_ Izl ~-f + C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - fl + fl ((k + p - 1)/p)] 
(fl > 0; z e u*) .  
The bounds in (2.1) and (2.2) are attained for the function f(z) given by 
1 D(p, a, A, B) z~+p_ 1









C(p,a,A,B;k) [1 - f l+ f l ( (k  +p-  1)/p)] 
(2.4) 
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for f(z) E lgk ~,a,B,A,B], we have 
1 _ [z[ k+p-'l oo 
If(z)[ ~ ~ ~ la.+p-l[ 
n=k 
1 D(p, a, A, B) 
> Izl p C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - ~ + ~/((k + p - 1)/p)] Izlk+p-1 ' 
(2.5) 
and 
(Z > o; z e u*) 
1 oo 
If(z)[ ~ T~ + [zlk+P-1 ~ lan+p-l] 
n=k 
1 D(p, a, A, B) 
~- ~ + C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - fl + fl ((k + p - X)/p)] [z[k+p-1 ' 
(Z > 0; z e U*). 
(2.6) 
We also observe that 
oo 
C(p, ol, A,B;k) [1 - /3  + ~((k +p-  1)/p)] E(n+p_  1)Jan+p-l[ 
k+p-1  
nmk 
[ ( )] <~_C(p,a,A,B;n)  1-~+~ n+p-1  [a~+p_ll<_D(p,a,A,B) ' 
n=k P 
(Z > 0), 
(2.7) 
which readily yields the following distortion inequalities: 
[if(z)[ ~ p - 
[Z[ p+I  
P > --[z[p+l 
oo 
Izl k+p-~ ~(n  +p - 1) la,+p-l]  
n=k 
(k + p - 1)D(p, a, A, B) 
C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - /3  + fl ((k + p - 1)/p)]  Izlk+p-2 ' 
(2.s) 
(Z _> o; z e u*) 
and 
oo 
P [if(z)[ < ~ + [z[ k+p-2 E (n  +p - 1)]an+p_l[ 
n=k 
p (k +p - 1)D(p,a,A,B) 
< ~ + C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - /~ + 13 ((k + p - 1)/p)] [z[k+p-2' 
(~ > 0; z eU*) .  
(2.9) 
Now it is easy to see that the bounds in (2.1) and (2.2) are attained for the function f(z) given 
by (2.3). 
Taking/3 -- 0 in Theorem 1, we have the following. 




D(p, a, A, B) 
C(p, a, A, B; k) ]z[k+P-1 -< [f(z)[ 
D(p, a, A, B) 
C(p,a,A,B; k) Izlk+p-l' (z E hi*) 
(2.1o) 
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and 
p (k + p - 1)D(p, a, A, B) 
iz] p+I - C(p, a, A, B; k) [ztk+v-2 <- tf'(z)[ 
p (k + p - 1)D(p, a, A, B) 
<- [z -~ + C(p,a,A,B;k) Iz[k+P-2' (z E H*). 
The bounds in (2.10) and (2.11) are attained for the function 
(2.11) 
1 D(p,a,A,B) zk+p_ 1 
f(z) = -~ + C(~,a,A__t~[c) " (2.12) 
Letting/3 = 1 in Theorem 1, we have the following. 




pD(p,a,A,B) [z[ k+p-1 <_ [f(z)[ 
(k + p - 1)C(p, a, A, B; k) 
pD(p,a,A,S) Izl k+p-1 , (z E H*) 
(k + p - 1)C(p, a, A, B; k) 
(2.13) 
and 
p pD(p,a,A,B) izlk+ _2 
Izl p+I C(p,a,A,B;k) <_ f ( z ) l  
pD(p, c~, A, B) 
<- [zl ~4"f + C(p,a,A,B;k) [z[kTp-2 (Z e~*) .  
The bounds in (2.13) and (2.14) are attained for the function 
(2.14) 
1 pD(p, a, A, B) (2.15) f (z )  ~- -~ -~- (k -+-i= l -~p, -~A,B ;  k) zkTp-l" 
3. CONVOLUTION PROPERTIES  
For functions 
1 oo zn÷p - 1, 
fj(z) = -~ + E an+p_l,j (j -- 1,2) (3.1) 
n=k 
belonging to the class )-~p,k, we denote by (fl * f2) (z) the convolution (or Hadamard product) 
of the functions fl(z) and f2(z), that is, 
1 oo z n+p-1 (3.2) 




Let the functions fj(z) (j -- 1,2) defined by (3.1) be in the class ldk[p, a,/3, A, B]. 
(fl * f2)(z) e Hk~o,'r,/3, A, B], 
where 
(B -  A) (1 + B) (k + 2p-  1) (p -  a) 2 
7 = P - {C(p, a, A, B; k)} 2 [1 - /3  +/3 ((k + p - 1)/p)] + {D(p, a, A, B)} 2" (3.3) 
The result is sharp for the functions 
1 D(p,a,A,B) z k+p-1, (j = 1,2). (3.4) 
f3(z) = - j  + C(p, a, A, B; k) [1 - /3  +/3 ((k + p - 1)/p)] 
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PROOF. In order to prove Theorem 2, we must find the largest 7 such that 
-~C(p,7,A,S;n) [1 -~+~((n+p-  1)/p)] 
n=k D(P'7'A'B) Jan+p-l,1[ an+p-l,~l < 1 (3.5) 
for fj(z) • Uk~,%~,A,B](j  = 1,2). Since fj(z) • llk~), a, Z, A, S] (j = 1,2), we readily see 
that  
oo 
E C(p, a, A, B; n) [1 - fl + ~ ((n + p - 1)/p)] 
n=k D(p,a,A,B) Ja~+p-l,jl <_ 1, (j = 1,2). (3.6) 
Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
oo 
E C(p,a,A,B;n)[1 -~+~((n+p-  1)/p)]/ian+p_l,ljjan+p_l,2 j < 1. (3.7) 
n=k D(p, a, A, B) 
This implies that  we need only show that 
C(p, 7, A, B; n) jan+p_l,lj lan+p_l,2] 
P - 7 (3.8) 
<- C(p'p"A'-aB;n)v/lan+~-~,~l 1 +~-~,2h (n_> k) 
or equivalently, that  
~/lan+p-l,iI Jan+p-l,2l < (p - 7)C(p,a,A,B;n) (n > k). (3.9) 
- (p - a)C(p, % A, B; n)' 
Hence, by the inequality (3.7), it is sufficient to prove that 
D(p, a, A, B) (p - 7)C(p, c~, A, B; n) 
< (n > k).  (3.10) 
C(p, mA, B;n) [1-~+l~((n+p-1) /p) ]  (p-(~)C(p,7, A,B;n)' 
It follows from (3.10) that  
7 -<P-  (B -A) ( l+B) (n+p-1) (p -a )  2 (n>k)  (3.11) 
{C(p, c~, A, B; n)} 2 [1 - ~ + ~ ((n + p - 1)/p)] + {Dip, c~, A, B)} 2' - " 
Now, defining the function ~(n) by 
(B - A) (1 + B) (n + 21o - 1)(p - a) 2 
¢p(n):=p-{c(p,a,A,B;n)}~[l_~+~((n+p_l) /p)]+{D(p,o~,A,B)}2,  (n>k) .  
We see that ~(n) is an increasing 
7 < = p - 
function of n. Therefore, we conclude that 
(B - A) (1 + B) (k + 2p - 1)(p - a)  2 
{C(p, a, A, B; k)} 2 [1 - fl + 3 ((k + p - 1)/p)] + {D(p, a, A, B)} 2' 
which evidently completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Letting ~ = 0 in Theorem 2, we arrive at Corollary 3. 





Let the functions fj(z) (j = 1, 2) defined by (3.1) be in the class Q*k~o, c~, A, B]. 
( f l  * f2) (z) e Q*k~,7, A,B], 
(B -  A) (1 + B) (k + 2p- 1)(p- a) 2 
"7 = P - {C(p,a,A,B;k)}2 +{D(p,a,A,B)}2. (3.14) 
The result is sharp for the functions 
1 D(p, a, A, B) zk+p_l, 
fj (z) = z--p + C(p, ~, A, B; k) 
Putt ing j3 -- 1 in Theorem 2, we have Corollary 4. 
(j ---- 1,2). (3.15) 




Let the functions fj(z) (j = 1, 2) defined by (3.1) be in the class ~[p,  a, A, B]. 
(fl * f2) (z) • Ti~), 7,A,B], 
p (B -  A)(1 + B)(k  + 2p-  1 ) (p"  a)2 (3.16) 
7 =P-  (k+p-  1){C(p,a,A,B;k)} 2 +p{D(p,a,A,B)} 2" 
The result is sharp for the functions 
1 pD(p,a,A,B) zk+p_l, 
fj(z) = -~ + (k + p--- ~-)C--~,~,A, B; k) 
Finally, we prove the following. 
(j = 1, 2). (3.17) 
Let the functions fj(z) (j = 1,2) defined by (3.1) be in the class blk~), a,/3, A, B]. THEOREM 3. 
Then the function h(z) defined by 
oO 1 
: :  ( n+p- l ,1  -[- an+p-l,2) Zn+p--1 h(z) ~ + E a2 2 (3.18) 
n=k 
belongs to the class Ltk [p, ~/, /3, A, B], where 
2 (B - A) (1 + B) (k + 2p - 1)(p - a) 2 (3.19) 
V = P - {C(p, a, A, B; k)} 2 [1 - /3  +/3 ((k + p - 1)/p)] + 2 {D(p, a, A, B)} 2" 
The result is sharp for the functions f j ( z ) (j = 1, 2) given by (3.4). 
PROOF. Noting that 
oo E {C(P'a'A'B;n)}2 [1-/3 +/3(n +p - l/p)] 2 [an+p_lj]2 
. ~=k {D(p, a, A, B)} 2 
2 (3.20) 
<_ (~-~C(p,a,A,B;n)[1- /3+/3((n+p-a)/p)]  ) 
n=k D(p,a,A,B) [an+p-l,jl <_ 1, (j = 1,2) 
for fj(z) e Ltk ~),a,/3, A,B] (j = 1,2), we have 
oo 
E {C(P'a'A'B;n)}2 [1- /3  +/3((n +p-  1)/p)] 2 1a2~+p-1,1 + a~+p-1,212 < 1. (3.21) 
2 {D(p, A, B)}  
Therefore, we have to find the largest 7 such that 
C(P'V'A'B;n) < {C(P'a'A'B;n)}2[1-/3+/3((n+p-1)/P)] (n>k)  (3.22) 
p -  7 - 2 (B -  A) (p -  a) 2 ' - ' 
that is, that 
2 (B -  A) (1 + B) (n+ 2p-  1 ) (p -  a) 2 
7 <-- P- {C(p, a, A, B; n)} 2 [1 - /3  +/3 ((n + p - 1)/p)] + 2 {D(pl a, A, B)} 2' 
Now, defining a function ¢(n) by 
2 (B-  A)(1 + B) (n+ 2p-  1 ) (p -  a) 2 
¢(n)  := p - 
{C(p, a, A, B; n)} 2 [1 - /3  +/3 ((n + p - 1)/p)] + 2 {D(p, a, A, B)} 2' 
(n > k). (3.23) 
(n _> k). 
(3.24) 
We observe that ¢(n) is an increasing function of n. Thus, we conclude that 
2 (B -  A) (1 + B) (k + 2p-  1 ) (p -  a) 2 
"f < ~b(k) = p - 
{C(p, a, A, B; k)} 2 [1 - fl + fl ((k + p - 1)/p)] + 2 {D(p, a, A, B)} 2' 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
By setting/3 = 0, Theorem 3 leads us to Corollary 5. 
(3.25) 
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COROLLARY 5. 
Then the function h(z) defined by (3.18) belongs to the class 0 .~,  7, A, B], where 
Let the functions f j (z) (j = 1,2) defined by (3.1) be in the class Q*k[p,(~,A,B]. 
2 (B - A) (1 + B) (k + 2p - 1)(p - a)  2 
7 = P - {C(p, a, A, B; k))  2 + 2 {D(p, a, A, B)} 2" (3.26) 
The result  is sharp for the functions f j ( z ) ( j  = 1, 2) given by (3.15). 
Lett ing f~ = 1 in Theorem 3, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 6. Let the functions f j (z) ( j  = 1, 2) defined by (3.1) be in the class T~p,  a, A, B]. 
Then the function h(z) defined by (3.18) belongs to the class 7Z*k~, % A, B], where 
2p(B - A)(1 + B) (k  + 2p ,  1)(p - a )  2 
"~ = P - (k + p - 1) {C(p, a, A, B; k)} 2 + 2p {D(p, a, A, B)} 2" (3.27) 
The result is sharp for the functions f j ( z ) ( j  = 1, 2) given by (3.17). 
Many of our results in this paper,  (especially Corollaries 1 to 6) would simplify considerably 
when we set 
A = -1  and B = 1. 
The detai ls  involved in the derivat ion of these and other special cases of our results may be left 
as an exercise for the interested reader. 
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